Detailed physics, predictive capabilities and macroscopic consequences for pore-network models of multiphase flow
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Abstract

Pore-network models have been used to describe a wide range of properties from capillary pressure characteristics to interfacial area and mass transfer coefficients. The void space of a rock or soil is described as a network of pores connected by throats. The pores and throats are assigned some idealized geometry and rules are developed to determine the multiphase fluid configurations and transport in these elements. The rules are combined in the network to compute effective transport properties on a mesoscopic scale some tens of pores across. This approach is illustrated by describing a pore-scale model for two- and three-phase flow in media of arbitrary wettability. The appropriate pore-scale physics combined with a geologically representative description of the pore space gives a model that can predict average behavior, such as capillary pressure and relative permeability. This capability is demonstrated by successfully predicting primary drainage and waterflood relative permeabilities for Berea sandstone. The implications of this predictive power for improved characterization of subsurface simulation models are discussed. A simple example field study of waterflooding an oil-wet system near the oil/water contact shows how the assignment of physically-based multiphase flow properties based on pore-scale modeling gives significantly different predictions of oil recovery than using current empirical relative permeability models. Methods to incorporate pore-scale results directly into field-scale simulation are described. In principle, the same approach could be used to describe any type of process for which the behavior is understood at the pore scale.
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1. Introduction

In network modeling rules are developed that describe the pertinent physical processes and arrangements of fluid within each pore. These rules are then combined to describe flow and transport in systems approximately tens of pores across, representing samples of around 1 mm to a few cm cubed. From this macroscopic properties of the behavior can be computed. A common example of this approach is to use pore-scale modeling to predict relative permeability and capillary pressure as a function of average saturation. This approach was pioneered by Fatt in the 1950s [1–3]. Refs. [4,5] give excellent historical reviews of pore-network modeling, while [6] provides a recent bibliography. Other excellent papers that comprehensively describe this approach include [7–10]. Local capillary equilibrium and the Young–Laplace equation are used to determine multiphase fluid configurations for any pressure difference between phases for pores of different shape and with different fluid/solid contact angles. The pressure in one of the phases is allowed to increase and a succession of equilibrium fluid configurations are computed in the network. Then empirical expressions for the hydraulic conductance of each phase in each pore and throat are used to define the flow of each phase in terms of pressure differences between pores. Conservation of mass is invoked to find the pressure throughout the network, assuming that all the fluid interfaces are frozen in place. From this the relationship between flow rate and pressure gradient can be found and hence macroscopic properties, such as absolute and relative permeabilities, can be determined.
In principle, any type of process that can be described at the pore scale can be incorporated in a network model to compute effective properties at a larger scale. In recent years there has been an explosion of interest in pore-scale modeling with studies of a huge range of phenomena, such as mass transfer, interfacial area, dispersion, electrical properties and foam flow [11–28].

Conceptually this approach to understanding flow and transport in porous media is distinct from other methods. The relevant transport equations are not solved directly in the pore space. Examples of such approaches are Stokes solutions for flow in single pores with specified geometry [29], or lattice Boltzmann methods [30,31]. These techniques provide a more rigorous description of different physical processes, but are often limited to relatively simple physical situations, or to systems encompassing only a few pores. However, they provide effective parameters at the pore scale to be used in network modeling. In network modeling, macroscopic equations, such as Darcy’s law, are not invoked directly, but emerge from averaging the relevant pore-scale physics. For this reason, pore-scale modeling is quite different from larger-scale traditional simulation approaches for transport in porous media, where the macroscopic constitutive relationships are assumed a priori.

In this paper we will not attempt to review the vast and growing literature on pore-scale modeling, but will focus on a few outstanding issues of interest to the authors. In Section 2 we will describe what has become recently the standard model for describing two-phase flow in media of different wettability following the work of Øren, Patzek and co-workers [10,32,33]. Since these papers provide a clear and comprehensive discussion of all the mathematical details, we will not repeat them here. Instead we will provide a more conceptual discussion that emphasizes the key steps. We will start with a brief review of methods to describe the pore space (Section 2.1) before outlining two-phase pore-scale displacement mechanisms for drainage and waterflooding (Sections 2.2–2.6). Section 2.7 will show some example results to demonstrate that pore-network models can predict multiphase flow properties in a geologically representative model of the pore space. In Section 3 we will briefly describe how this model can be extended to study three-phase flow (water, oil, and gas or air) and some example results will be presented (Section 3.2). Section 4 deals with pore-network modeling of different physical processes: dispersion, dissolution and electrical properties. Section 5 discusses how the quasi-static models described so far can be extended to study rate-dependent effects. In Section 6 the implications of having predictive models are discussed in terms of improved characterization and simulation of multiphase flow processes.

2. Two-phase quasi-static network modeling

2.1. Description of the pore space

Most networks are based on a regular lattice—typically a cubic lattice with a coordination number of six. It is possible to vary the coordination number by eliminating throats from the network [34–37]. The network can be distorted by allowing the throat lengths to vary [38]. With an arbitrary distribution of throat lengths the resultant network may not even be physically realizable in three dimensions. However, in all these cases the network is still based on a regular topology, whereas the porous medium it is attempting to model has a more irregular structure. To overcome this limitation studies have been made using networks based on square or cubic lattices but with extra coordination [7], Voronoi networks [38–40], Delaunay triangulations [39,40] and irregular networks that allow a variable coordination number [41].

Another approach is to construct a random network where the connectivity is based on a representation of a real porous medium. First it is necessary to obtain a three-dimensional representation of the pore space. This is normally a pixellated image of pore and grain at some appropriate resolution. Fig. 1a shows an image of the pore space of a sandstone obtained from a geological reconstruction (see below for details of how this is done). Then a network of pores and throats is constructed, with properties such as shape and volume assigned to each element in the network that mimics the three-dimensional image. Finding a topologically equivalent skeleton to describe the network is non-trivial, but has been achieved by several authors [10,33,42–46]. A schematic of such a network is shown in Fig. 1b.

There are several ways in which a three-dimensional description of the pore space, as shown in Fig. 1, is obtained. The pore structure can be constructed directly. A series of two-dimensional sections can be combined to form a three-dimensional image [47,48]. However, this process is laborious. Another approach is to use X-ray microtomography to image the three-dimensional pore space directly at resolutions of around a micron [49–52]. This method is direct and accurate to the resolution of the machine, but to date is not a routine method for core analysis. Two-dimensional thin sections are, in contrast, often readily available. The porosity and two-point correlation function can be measured from these sections and used to generate a three-dimensional image with the same statistical properties. This has the advantage of being quite general, allowing a wide variety of porous media to be described [43,44,46,53–61]. In most of these studies, an equivalent network is not actually constructed—instead flow simulations are performed directly on the image of the pore space. For instance, Adler et al. modeled Fontainebleu sandstone
using a statistical technique to generate a three-dimensional pore space that had the same porosity and two-point correlation function as thin section images. He successfully predicted absolute permeability and electrical properties [62,63]. As we discuss below, the disadvantage is that the simulated pore space may ignore the long-range connectivity of the pore space imposed by the geological processes that formed it [32,64]. This is because it is difficult to impose this connectivity through matching two-point statistics alone. This leads to an alternative approach—reconstruction of the porous medium by modeling the geological processes by which it was made.

Bryant and co-workers pioneered the use of geologically realistic networks [65–68]. They based their models on a random close packing of equally-sized spheres. They represented diagenesis by swelling the spheres uniformly and allowing them to overlap. They modeled compaction by moving the centers of the spheres closer together in the vertical direction, again allowing the spheres to overlap. Equivalent networks with a coordination number of four or less were then constructed. Single and multiphase flow was simulated through the pore space. They were able to predict the absolute and relative permeability, capillary pressure, and electrical and elastic properties of water-wet sand packs, sphere packs and a cemented quartz sandstone, and to predict the trend of permeability with porosity for Fontainebleau sandstone. This represented a major triumph in pore-scale modeling, since genuine predictions of transport and flow properties were made for the first time. They showed that spatial correlations in the pore size distribution were important for correct predictions: using the same pore size distribution, but assigning it at random to the throats in the network gave erroneous predictions of permeability [65]. The major problem with the work was its restricted application—it could only be applied to media that were, to a good approximation, composed of spherical grains of the same size.

The next major advance came with the work of Øren, Bakke and co-workers at Statoil [10,32,42,64,69]. They developed a reconstruction method, where the packing of spheres of different size was simulated. The grain size distribution was derived directly from analysis of thin sections of the rock of interest. Compaction and diagenesis was modeled in a similar manner to Bryant et al. Clays were also included in the model. Biswal et al. [64] compared the pore space derived from this geological reconstruction of a Fontainebleau sandstone with an image obtained from microtomography. They also studied two stochastic models based on a correlation function representation. They showed that the stochastic models differed strongly from the real sandstone in their connectivity properties. The geological reconstruction gave a good representation of the connectivity of the rock and as a consequence could accurately predict transport properties [32].

Øren et al. [10,42] used the geological reconstructions to construct topologically equivalent networks through which multiphase flow was simulated. The same
approach to pore-space description and multiphase flow will be followed in this paper and described in the sections that follow. They predicted relative permeability for a variety of water-wet sandstones, showed promising results for a mixed-wet reservoir sample [32] and matched three-phase water-wet data [69].

This work offers the exciting possibility of predictive modeling for a variety of realistic systems. Pillotti [45] and Coehlo et al. [70] have shown how to simulate the deposition of grains of non-spherical shapes, enabling, in principle, the reconstruction technique to be applied more generally. Other authors have also predicted single and multiphase properties using sphere packs [33,54,71].

There are three major concerns with the application of reconstruction methods to reservoir samples, however. First, the reconstruction algorithm is based on explicit simulation of the geological processes by which the rock is formed. For many complex systems, involving microporosity and clays and a variety of different sedimentary processes, this may prove challenging. Furthermore, carbonate systems are not modeled at all. Statistical reconstruction methods are more general, since they require only a two-dimensional image of the system, and have been applied successfully to non-clastic rocks [59]. However, so far, their application has been principally to predict single-phase flow simulated directly on the pore-space reconstruction. In principle though this work could be extended to study multiphase flow properties using an equivalent network representation of the pore space. The second problem, for any approach, is that characterization of the pore space requires detailed thin section analysis that might not be available or difficult to obtain. Third, the appropriate characterization of pore shape and wettability is not completely understood. These issues will be discussed in more detail below.

The conclusion of this brief review is that a description of the pore space with a disordered connectivity based on the real system of interest is sufficient to produce a predictive model in some circumstances. Network models based on a regular lattice can always be tuned to match particular experimental results of interest. Indeed, there is a large body of work using different empirical methods to adjust network model parameters to experimental data (see, for instance [34–37,72]). This provides some assurance that pore-scale models do represent flow and transport properties adequately, but the matching process is generally non-unique. This means that there is no guarantee that the geometry of the pore space is close to the real system, and as a consequence there is little confidence that the model could be used to predict other properties reliably. Instead, an approach that represents the real geometry and topology of the pore space is needed to make genuine predictions.

2.2. Pore shape and wetting layers

The shapes assigned to pores and throats are also significant in defining transport properties. Most early work in pore-scale modeling assumed that the throats were cylinders with a circular cross-section. Pores were either not modeled explicitly at all (they simply connected throats together), or were spherical or cylindrical in shape. The assumption of an effective circular cross-section is reasonable for predicting single-phase properties, or the relative permeability of the non-wetting phase that resides in the centers of the larger pore spaces. For instance, for the sphere packs studied by Bryant et al. [65,66], the true cross-section of the throats was a grain boundary shape formed by the intersection of three or four spheres. They defined an effective radius that was the arithmetic mean of the inscribed radius and a radius of a circle with the same cross-sectional area as the throat. This effective radius varied along the throat. To account for this in a computation of permeability, they found the hydraulic conductance of each throat from an analytical calculation of the flow through a series of frustra (truncated cones). For multiphase flow, the capillary entry pressure for the non-wetting phase depended on the minimum effective radius along the throat. For saturation computations, the volume of the throat was computed directly from the pore structure. No explicit computation for pores was made. So conceptually, the network was composed of throats of circular cross-section connected at pores with no volume. However, the volumes, hydraulic conductance and capillary entry pressures of the throats were carefully calculated based on the description of the real pore space. This is the ‘three Rs’ approach used by the Heriot-Watt group [34–36]—they too considered a lattice of cylindrical throats with no volume assigned to pores. However, they used independent expressions for the capillary entry pressure, the volume of a throat and the hydraulic conductance. This is equivalent to using different values of the radius \( R \) in the expressions for capillary pressure, volume and conductance. In this way, in principle, a rather general network model can be constructed with the parameters determined from a three-dimensional image of the pore space or tuned to match available experimental data. To recap, there are three different ‘sizes’ that are important: an inscribed radius to determine the capillary pressure at which a non-wetting fluid will enter the element; a radius that controls the volume; and a hydraulic radius than controls fluid conductance. When representing real porous media these quantities are not necessarily simply related.

In multiphase flow, when the non-wetting phase occupies the center of a pore or throat, the wetting phase may reside in grooves, crevices of roughness in the pore space. These wetting layers have been observed directly in micromodel experiments [73]. Wetting layers are sta-
bilized by capillary forces and have a typical thickness of a few microns—comparable to, although smaller than—the size of the pores. Flow through these layers, although slow, is measurable and can have a significant effect on the displacement. This is in contrast to wetting films that are stabilized by molecular forces and are typically nanometers thick. Flow through such films is negligible. In a sphere pack with smooth grains, the wetting phase can form pendular rings of fluid around the grain contacts. The wetting phase may apparently reside in layers, but the pendular rings are not connected and the wetting phase can be trapped. This was observed in bead packs by Dullien et al. [74] where a trapped wetting phase saturation of approximately 10% was found. They then roughened the beads by etching them in acid—the beads then contained micron-scale roughness as observed from SEM images. When a fully water-saturated pack was drained in air, water (wetting) phase saturations as low as 1% were reached. This implies that in porous media composed of rough grains the wetting layers are connected and provide a conduit for flow, albeit slow, down to low saturation. The consideration of wetting layers in pore-scale modeling studies is essential to reproduce even the qualitative behavior of electrical properties, three-phase flow, relative permeability hysteresis, dissolution rate and unsaturated flow in fractures [10–18,44,69,75–87]. In these cases, having pores with only single-phase occupancy, or disconnected wetting phase, allowed insufficient connectivity of the wetting phase and resulted in poor comparisons with experiment. At very low wetting phase saturation, adsorbed water films, nanometers in thickness, in addition to wetting layers, have a significant impact on capillary pressure [85,86].

It is difficult to represent every nook and cranny in the pore space directly. A simpler approach, adopted by many authors, is to assign some simple shape to the pore and throat cross-sections that accommodates wetting layers. Just as in the assignment of effective pore sizes, there is no suggestion that the real pore space is represented by some idealized constant cross-section—the shape is chosen simply to place the correct volume of wetting phase in layers in a pore whose center is filled by non-wetting phase and to give the right hydraulic conductivity to the layers. A variety of different shapes have been proposed, including fractal models of roughness [14,15,44], grain boundary pore shapes [11–14,75], squares [17,38,76,77] and triangles [10,78]. Øren et al. [10] defined a shape factor, \( G \), for each pore and throat. The shape factor is the ratio of the cross-sectional area to the perimeter length squared. They then modeled the element as having a circular, square or scalene triangular cross-section such that the shape of the cross-section had the same shape factor as the reconstructed pore space they were modeling. In most cases the pores and throats had a triangular cross-section, as shown in Fig. 2.

The details of how this was done are explained in [10,33]. When non-wetting phase occupies the pore centers, wetting phase can reside in the corners. The volume of wetting phase in the corners depends on the capillary pressure. It is further assumed that all the wetting layers are connected to those in adjacent pores and throats.

For multiphase flow consideration of wetting layers is essential to model correctly the behavior of the wetting phase. It is not known at present if the characterization of pores as having triangular cross-sections is sufficiently detailed to capture this flow accurately.

2.3. Changes in wettability

Few, if any, hydrocarbon reservoirs are strongly water-wet and many soils contaminated by oil often display oil-wet characteristics. The reason for this is that the prolonged contact of oil with the solid surface allows surface-active components of the oil to adhere to the solid surface, changing its wettability [88]. For strongly water-wet media the different displacement mechanisms for multiphase flow are well established from micro-model studies [73] and have been used in pore-scale models to explain a variety of phenomena, including relative permeability hysteresis, and trends in residual oil saturation [8,89]. For media of arbitrary wettability, there is less direct experimental evidence of the appropriate pore-scale arrangements of fluid and their macroscopic consequences. However, below we outline a simple and appealing theoretical pore level scenario for wettability alternation that appears to capture the pertinent physics of non-water-wet displacements.

Kovscek et al. [90] proposed a pore-level model of wettability change and fluid distribution. Consider a displacement sequence that mimics oil migration and production in a hydrocarbon reservoir. Initially we consider the reservoir rock to be completely saturated with water and to be water-wet. During oil migration, oil invades the pore space. Where the oil directly contacts the solid its wettability changes. Regions of the
pore space for which a thick wetting film of water coats the surface remain water-wet, as do the corners of the pore space where water still resides, and pores that remain completely water-filled. The degree of wettability alteration depends on the composition of the oil and water, the mineralogy of the solid surface and the capillary pressure imposed during primary drainage [88,90]. In laboratory studies, wettability alteration typically takes 40 days to complete [88]. This is a shorter time than oil resides in reservoirs before being produced, or even typical residence times for oil in polluted aquifers. Then oil is displaced from the pore space by flooding with water. During this process we assume that the wettability does not change. Kovscek et al. examined the pore-scale configurations of fluid and the macroscopic behavior for a bundle of parallel tubes with a grain boundary shape [90]. Within a single pore, the surfaces have different wettability, as shown in Fig. 3 for a triangular pore. This results in a number of different possible fluid configurations during waterflooding. If portions of the pore wall are oil-wet, then water re-enters the pore-space as the non-wetting phase and occupies the centers of the pore-space. Oil may reside as a layer sandwiched by water in the corner and water in the center (Fig. 3(b)). This provides connectivity of the oil and allows for very low residual oil saturations to be reached. Using this pore-level scenario the effects of waterflood relative permeability on wettability have been explored in detail using network modeling [35,36,77]. Dixit et al. introduced the regime theory that explained hitherto puzzling experimental trends in recovery in terms of wettability characterized by a contact angle for the oil-wet regions and the fraction of pores that become oil-wet [35,91].

2.4. Two-phase drainage

We refer the reader to a number of excellent papers on this topic [8,10,33] for the mathematical details of how a network model simulates multiphase displacement. However, we will describe the conceptual basis of pore-scale modeling and discuss the approximations made.

We will follow the physical sequence of displacements described in the previous section, namely we start with a water-wet, water-saturated porous medium, then oil displaces water and the wettability changes, and then water displaces oil. Displacement proceeds by a discrete sequence of events. An event is when the generic fluid configuration in one pore or throat changes.

We assume flow at an infinitesimal flow rate where the viscous pressure drop across the network is negligible and capillary forces completely control the fluid configurations. Consider a definite example—oil invasion into a water-filled water-wet porous medium, or primary drainage. There are some throats connected to a reservoir of injected fluid—called the inlet, and some throats connected to another reservoir full of displaced fluid—called the outlet. Initially, all the pores and throats are completely filled with water. However, the throats connected to the inlet are adjacent to a reservoir full of oil. We assume that the water pressure throughout the network is held at some constant reference pressure. We compute the oil pressure necessary for any of the inlet throats to fill with oil. To do this we use the Young–Laplace equation to find the pressure difference between oil and water necessary for a meniscus of oil to penetrate the throat. The Young–Laplace equation is:

\[
P_{\text{cow}} = P_o - P_w = \sigma_{\text{ow}} \left( \frac{1}{r_1} + \frac{1}{r_2} \right)
\]

where \(\sigma_{\text{ow}}\) is the oil/water interfacial tension and \(r_1\) and \(r_2\) are the principal radii of curvature of the interface. We also know the contact angle at which the oil/water interface hits the solid surface. This is sufficient information to compute a capillary pressure for any shape of pore and any contact angle. For simplicity though, consider, to begin with, that all the pores and throats have a circular cross-section. In this case the capillary pressure from Eq. (1) is simply:

\[
P_{\text{cow}} = P_o - P_w = \frac{2\sigma_{\text{ow}} \cos \theta_{\text{cow}}}{R}
\]

where \(R\) is the radius of the pore or throat and \(\theta_{\text{cow}}\) is the contact angle (the \(r\) refers to the receding angle to distinguish it from the advancing contact angle in water invasion). In most cases we can further assume that the system is strongly water-wet and \(\cos \theta_{\text{cow}} = 1\) in Eq. (2).
We fill pores and throats in order of capillary pressure, Eq. (2). This represents filling the pore and throat with the lowest possible oil pressure. For the first displacement, this will be the largest throat connected to the inlet. The throat is filled with oil—the fluid configuration changes from a throat full of water to one full of oil. The next element to be filled could either be the next largest throat connected to the inlet, or the pore adjacent to the throat just filled. The process continues—at every step in the displacement one pore or throat is filled with oil. This pore or throat is adjacent to either the inlet or an already oil-filled element and has the lowest entry capillary pressure given by Eq. (2). Overall the capillary pressure increases as smaller and smaller elements are filled. However, the capillary pressure can decrease between two displacements—in particular after filling a throat, the adjacent pore will be filled at a lower capillary pressure since it will have a larger radius. This is an invasion percolation process [92] and models invasion at an infinitesimally low flow rate, where all the oil/water interfaces are frozen in place by capillary forces with the exception of one moving interface in the element that is being filled. Strictly speaking, when the capillary pressure decreases, oil could retract from some elements to satisfy a new position of capillary equilibrium [93]. However, the fluid configuration is strictly equivalent to the low flow rate limit of invasion whenever the capillary pressure reaches a new maximum.

If we considered pores and throats with different shapes, such as those with a triangular cross-section, the method would be exactly the same. The only difference is that in place of Eq. (2) a more complex relation would be used [10], which would mean that the pores and throats would no longer fill strictly in order of size. However they would still fill in order of capillary pressure. Once oil had filled the center of an element, water would remain in the corners, as shown in Fig. 3. Here and later the expression 'filled' refers to the center of the pore space. An element is filled with a phase if that phase occupies the center of the element, but it is not necessarily completely full of a single fluid, since wetting phase may reside in the corners. The amount of water in the corners is computed from the capillary pressure of the last element to be filled—this prevailing capillary pressure is applied to all the pores and throats to determine the curvature of any oil/water interfaces. Eq. (1) is used to find the curvature \( r_1 \) of the oil/water interface in the corners. It is normally assumed that \( r_2 \)—the curvature longitudinal to the element—is infinite. At this stage we do not consider trapping of water, since we assume it can always escape through wetting layers.

Oil invasion continues until some specified maximum capillary pressure or minimum water saturation is reached. Notice that in this model, zero water saturation can be reached if the capillary pressure is allowed to become arbitrarily large. Often experimentally irreducible saturations of up to 30% are observed for reservoir rocks, even if the capillary pressure reaches several atmospheres, representing pore sizes down to fractions of a micron across [94]. The reason for this is the presence of clays and microporosity in the pore space which remain water saturated even for very large capillary pressures. Clays are modeled by assigning a clay volume to pores and throats that remains full of water throughout the displacement [10].

2.5. Waterflooding

After primary drainage we assume that the oil pressure is held constant at the outlet and water is injected slowly from the inlet. Overall the capillary pressure decreases. The filling process is more complex now with five distinct processes. The first is piston-like filling in throats. This is exactly the opposite of oil invasion considered before. However, the computation of the relevant filling capillary pressure is more involved, since water is invading a throat that also contains water in the corners that swell as the water pressure increases [10,33]. The second process is piston-like filling of pores. The complexity here is that the critical radii of curvature for pore filling depends on the number of adjacent throats that are also water-filled. In the literature empirical expressions are used for the capillary pressure for pore filling [77,89]—to date no exact results have been derived based on a realistic pore–throat geometry. The third filling process is snap-off [73,94]. Snap-off only occurs if piston-like filling is not topologically possible, meaning that there is no adjacent water-filled element. Snap-off occurs when the water layers in the corners swell until the layers in two corners meet and there is no longer an oil/water/solid contact. At this point the oil/water interface is unstable and the pore or throat spontaneously fills with water. Snap-off occurs at a positive capillary pressure (a lower water pressure than oil pressure). This is only possible if:

\[
\theta_{\text{owa}} < \frac{\pi}{2} - \omega_{\text{min}} \tag{3}
\]

where \( \theta_{\text{owa}} \) is the advancing (water invasion) contact angle in the element and \( \omega_{\text{min}} \) is the smallest half-angle of the corners in that element. The fourth process is forced snap-off. This is analogous to snap-off, but is a forced process, occurring at a negative capillary pressure [77,89]. As the water pressure increases, the curvature of the oil/water interfaces in the corners will change in accordance with Eq. (1). However, the oil/water/solid contact cannot move until the contact angle reaches \( \theta_{\text{owa}} \). This means that the curvature varies with the capillary pressure, but the oil/water/solid contact remains in the same place—the interface is pinned—with the contact angle varying as a function of capillary pressure. If Eq. (3) is not satisfied, the oil/water interface
will bulge out into the oil—the capillary pressure will be negative—until the contact angle reaches \( \theta_{\text{owa}} \) and the contact begins to move. Any movement of the contact will tend to make the local capillary pressure less negative, drawing in water from nearby and resulting in the spontaneous filling of the element with water. The fifth process is not a displacement as such, but is the collapse of an oil layer. As mentioned briefly above, if an element is filled by piston-like advance then water fills the center of the pore space. Water also resides in the corners, but there may be a layer of oil in between. An oil layer is possible in a corner if:

\[
\theta_{\text{owa}} > \frac{\pi}{2} + \alpha
\]  

(4)

The water in the pore center is bulging into the oil, as is the water in the corner. As the capillary pressure decreases (becomes more negative) the oil layer thins as the two oil/water interfaces approach each other. When the two interfaces touch we assume that the oil layer spontaneously collapses. The collapse of an oil layer in a single corner can be treated as a separate displacement process.

We have the following generic fluid configurations: (a) an element completely filled with water; (b) an element filled with oil with water in the corners (Fig. 3(a)); and (c) an element filled with water, but with oil layers in one or more corners (Fig. 3(b)—configurations with different numbers of corners with oil layers are treated as separate). A displacement is a process that changes the generic configuration of a pore or throat, and is one of the five processes described above. We know the configuration of each element at each stage. We compute the capillary pressures for all possible displacements, taking into account, where appropriate, the configurations of adjacent elements. We rank all possible configuration changes for all possible elements in a sorted list. For waterflooding the configuration change that has the highest capillary pressure (corresponding to the lowest water pressure) is the next change to occur. We update the configuration of the element selected, and recompute the capillary pressures for displacements for that element and adjacent elements. Then we rearrange the sorted list as necessary to preserve the rank order of pressures. We then continue the process as before.

Once all the expressions for capillary pressure have been found and the different configurations determined, it is possible to define a unique filling sequence for different types of invasion process. For each process, a sorted list ranks all the capillary pressures for configuration changes. Cluster labeling identifies trapping and reconnection.

### 2.6. Computing relative permeability

The next step is to compute saturation, capillary pressure and relative permeability. Saturation is easily found. If \( V_p \) is the volume of phase \( p \) in element \( i \) (including the water volume in clay) then the saturation of phase \( p \) is given by:

\[
S_p = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n_p} V_p}{\sum_{i=1}^{n_c} \sum_{p=1}^{n_p} V_p}  
\]

(5)

where \( n_p \) is the number of phases (two for oil/water flows) and \( n_c \) is the total number of pores and throats.

The capillary pressure is simply the capillary pressure associated with the last configuration change. Defined this way, the capillary pressure during a displacement process varies non-monotonically. To compare with experimental results, where the capillary pressure is imposed on a sample and increases or decreases monotonically, capillary pressure can be defined as the maximum capillary pressure obtained for oil injection, or the minimum capillary pressure for water injection.
To compute absolute and relative permeability, conductances of each phase in each element need to be specified. The conductance of phase \( p \) in an element, \( g_p \), can be defined as follows:

\[
Q_p = g_p \Delta P_p
\]

where \( \Delta P_p \) is the pressure drop across the element and \( Q_p \) is the flow rate of phase \( p \) (measured in units of volume per unit time). For instance, if the element is a circular cylinder of length \( L \) and radius \( R \) completely filled with phase \( p \), then from Poiseuille’s law:

\[
g_p = \frac{\pi R^4}{8 \mu_p L}
\]

where \( \mu_p \) is the phase viscosity.

For elements with a triangular geometry where multiple phases are present, the expressions for the conductance (as for capillary pressure) are more involved. Normally exact analytic results are not possible, and empirical expressions are derived from solutions of the Stoke’s equation for flow in pores of different geometries and for different fluid configurations [10,29,32,33,95].

One complication for multiphase flow is that due to momentum transfer across the fluid interfaces, the pressure gradient in one phase may affect the flow rate in the other. Furthermore, the conductances as defined by Eq. (7) depend on the boundary condition at the fluid interface [29]. We will not consider this complication further, but when wetting layer flow is important, these effects can be significant and have been quantified in network modeling studies [96].

We now solve for the pressure everywhere in the network and use this information to compute absolute and relative permeability. The pressure of each phase is computed separately, assuming that all oil/water interfaces are frozen in place. Since we are considering displacement at an infinitesimal flow rate, any pressure drops across the network due to flow are assumed to be negligible in comparison with any capillary pressures. Constant pressures are assigned at the inlet and outlet. Sometimes to avoid end effects, these constant pressures are assigned at locations within the network [38,89]. Conservation of mass is invoked at each pore, which is equivalent to conservation of volume if we assume that the fluids are incompressible:

\[
\sum_k Q_{pi}^k = 0
\]

where the sum runs over all throats \( k \) connected to pore \( i \). The conductance used to find the flow rate is strictly speaking the conductance between the centers of two pores and is the harmonic average of the conductance of the throat and the connected two half-pores. Thus:

\[
Q_{pi}^k = g_{pc}(P_i - P_t)
\]

where we assume that throat \( k \) connects pores \( i \) and \( j \), and:

\[
\frac{1}{g_{pc}} = \frac{1}{g_{pi}} + \frac{1}{2 g_{pi}} + \frac{1}{2 g_{pj}}
\]

Eqs. (8)-(10) lead to a series of simultaneous equations for the pressures in the pores that can be solved using standard matrix techniques.

The pressure is normally computed initially when the network is entirely saturated with one phase (generally water). Then the absolute permeability of the network is found from Darcy’s law:

\[
K = \frac{\mu_p Q_{si} L}{A(P_{inlet} - P_{outlet})}
\]

where \( Q_{si} \) is the total flow rate across the network for single-phase flow (this is the flow summed over all throats connected to the inlet), \( A \) is the cross-sectional area of the network model and \( L \) is the length of the model.

When multiple phases are present in the network, if flow rates are computed using the same pressure drop as for single-phase flow, then the relative permeability is simply:

\[
k_{rp} = \frac{Q_{tm}}{Q_a}
\]

where \( Q_{tm} \) is the total flow rate for the multiphase situation.

Relative permeabilities are often plotted as a function of saturation. The saturation is computed for the same fluid configuration for which the pressure field was found. Again to avoid end effects, sometimes the saturation is only computed for a central region of the network model [38]. Since the computation of relative permeability can be time consuming for large networks, as it involves a matrix inversion, the pressure is generally only computed at intervals, say 20 or 40 times during a displacement, rather than after each filling event.

We have briefly described the conceptual framework for developing a pore-scale model of multiphase flow that accounts for disordered connectivity, different shapes of pores and throats, wetting layer flow, and the effects of wettability. In the next section we show some example results.

### 2.7. Two-phase results

The characterization of the pore space as a disordered network of pores connected by throats with triangular cross-sections, and the model of wettability described above, are sufficient to make good predictions of multiphase flow properties, such as relative permeability and capillary pressure for water-wet sandstones [10,32]. As an illustration of this approach, Fig. 4 shows measured and predicted relative permeabilities for a Berea sample. The steady-state measurements are taken from Oak [97]. The pore space was geologically reconstructed from thin section analysis by Øren and co-workers [10]. The model
is a cube of volume $27 \text{ mm}^3$ containing 12,349 pores and 26,146 throats. A small proportion of clay was introduced into the model. To predict the primary drainage relative permeability, the receding contact angle was everywhere assumed to be zero. For waterflooding, even in water-wet sandstones using refined oils, the advancing contact angle is typically at least $30^\circ$ to $60^\circ$ [94]. Even without the sorption of surface-active material, this apparent contact angle hysteresis is due to roughness on the pore surface, converging/diverging pore geometries [43] or slightly different grain mineralogies [94]. We assumed that the contact angle was likely to be in the range $50^\circ$ to $90^\circ$, and randomly assigned contact angles in this range to pores and throats assuming a modified Weibull distribution [38]. While this is a plausible distribution of contact angles, there is no a priori way of establishing the exact range of values or the form of the distribution. However, the results did not vary significantly if the distribution of contact angles was changed, as long as the contact angles remained lower than $90^\circ$ (consistent with a water-wet sample) and had an average larger than $30^\circ$.

The predictions of primary drainage and waterflood relative permeabilities shown in Fig. 4 are good. Although these results are promising, predictive modeling of relative permeability for all types of sample for all wettabilities is still a long way off. As we mentioned before, one of the problems with predictive modeling of reservoir rocks is an accurate characterization of wettability. In the literature it is rare to find results for a rock sample where sufficient data for both an accurate pore-space reconstruction and a characterization of contact angles are provided. A hope is that a macroscopic measurement of, for instance, Amott wettability indices [98] would be sufficient to determine an effective contact angle for oil-wet regions and to estimate the proportion of pores that are oil-wet, or to determine a possible distribution of contact angles. For example, Øren et al. [10] tuned the fraction of oil-wet pores to match the observed residual oil saturation, and from that were able to obtain a reasonable prediction of relative permeability for a mixed-wet reservoir sample. Another possibility would be to use NMR response or cryo SEM to determine wettability at the pore scale [94]. However, to date, the model of wettability described in this paper has not been validated through quantitative prediction of relative permeability for non-water-wet samples.

3. Three-phase models

3.1. Three-phase displacement processes

The approach outlined in the previous sections can be extended to three-phase—oil, water and gas—flow. In recent years, many authors have studied this problem using pore-scale modeling [31,38,69,75,76,78,83,99–104]. Three-phase flow occurs during oil migration in the unsaturated zone, oil flow in the saturated zone in the presence of air or other gases, gas injection in oil reservoirs, solution gas drives, reservoir blow-down and steam injection. Potentially this work could be very significant, since direct measurement of three-phase properties, particularly for every type of possible displacement process, is very difficult. The almost universal practice in the oil industry is to estimate three-phase relative permeability from two-phase data using empirical models that have little or no physical basis [105–107]. An alternative approach is to develop physically-based three-phase network models that incorporate all the pertinent pore-scale mechanisms and which are tuned to match available two-phase data. This would significantly improve our understanding of three-phase processes and reduce enormously the uncertainty associated
with the assessment of gas injection projects and the prediction of oil movement in the subsurface. Lerdahl et al. [69] presented a water-wet three-phase model that predicted two- and three-phase relative permeability from Oak [97]. Here we will extend this approach to media of arbitrary wettability and present some preliminary results.

Using the same modeling approach as in the previous sections, Fig. 5 shows the different generic configurations for three phases in elements of equilateral triangular cross-section, extending the work of Blunt and Hui [6,78]. One important feature of three-phase flow is the ability of oil to form a layer sandwiched between water and gas in water-wet and mixed wet pores (Fig. 5(h)–(k)). These spreading layers (so called since they form for systems with a small gas/oil contact angles, corresponding to oils that spread, or nearly spread on water) retain connectivity of the oil phase to very low saturations, leading potentially to high oil recovery during immiscible gravity drainage.

**Fig. 5.** Different configurations of oil, water and gas in a single pore. As in Fig. 3, the bold line represents surfaces with altered wettability. The dots represent fluid/fluid/solid contacts that are pinned, which means that the contact stays in place as the capillary pressures are changed. For configurations (a)–(c) and (h), surfaces of altered wettability may or may not be present, but the fluid/fluid/solid interfaces are free to move. Exactly what fluid arrangements are present will depend on the contact angles and the capillary pressures. We have assumed that the gas is non-wetting to oil.
We now use the configurations illustrated in Fig. 5 in a network model. A capillary pressure between any two phases \( P_{ij} \) is defined as \( P_i - P_j \). The capillary pressures necessary for transition from one configuration to another are computed and placed in a sorted list. Displacement proceeds by changing configurations one element at a time, with periodic computation of the pressure field and relative permeabilities.

In three-phase flow, two saturations may be varied independently during a displacement. Thus the saturation path, or more precisely, what phase displaces what, must be specified for each displacement event. There are six possible displacements: oil into water, water into oil, gas into water, gas into oil, and oil into gas. Correspondingly there are six sorted lists, ranking the capillary pressures of possible displacements for each of the six processes. Imagine that we specify the invasion of phase \( i \). This means that we consider a displacement event where the volume of \( i \) in an element increases. We assume that the pressure of the other two phases \( j \) and \( k \) are held fixed at a value specified at the last displacement where \( j \) and \( k \) were the invading phases, respectively. Since the pressures of phases \( j \) and \( k \) are fixed, \( P_{ij} \) does not change. Phase \( i \) can invade either phase \( j \) or \( k \). The lowest pressure for phase \( i \) for a displacement event is found by comparing the most favorable capillary pressures from the sorted lists for \( i \) into \( j \) and \( i \) into \( k \). Imagine that the capillary pressures obtained for \( i \) into \( j \) is \( P_{ij} \) and for \( i \) into \( k \) is \( P_{ik} \). If

\[
P_{ik} > P_{ij} + P_{jk}
\] (13)

then a displacement of \( i \) into \( j \) is considered, otherwise \( i \) into \( k \). If the event is allowed (no trapping) then it takes place and the pressure of \( i \) is updated. If it is not allowed, the event is taken off the sorted list and the top two elements of the \( i \) into \( j \) and \( i \) into \( k \) lists are again compared. Thus if a series of invasions is specified by the user, it is possible to define a unique sequence of configuration changes and corresponding saturations, capillary pressures and relative permeabilities.

3.2. Three-phase results

Figs. 6–8 show relative permeabilities and capillary pressures for gas injection. We use the same Berea network as in our two-phase studies. We first simulate primary drainage to a connate water saturation of 20%, then waterflooding to some initial oil saturation \( S_{oi} \), followed by gas invasion. During gas injection we hold the oil/water capillary pressure constant at its value at the end of waterflooding. Unlike our two-phase simulations, we assign a fixed contact angle during waterflooding \( \theta_{ow} = \theta_{ona} \) to all surfaces contacted by oil. We study two cases: (i) \( \theta_{ow} = 60^\circ \) and \( S_{ai} = 0.60 \); and (ii) \( \theta_{ow} = 180^\circ \) and \( S_{ai} = 0.61 \).

We need to specify contact angles between oil and water, \( \theta_{oa}, \) gas and oil, \( \theta_{go}, \) and gas and water,
\( \theta_{gw} \)—however, only two of these angles are independent. By considering the horizontal force balance of all three possible fluid/fluid contacts on a solid surface, the following relation between the contact angles and interfacial tensions is obtained [108–110]:

\[
\sigma_{gw} \cos \theta_{gw} = \sigma_{go} \cos \theta_{go} + \sigma_{ow} \cos \theta_{ow}
\]  

In our model we assume \( \theta_{go} = 0 \). Then with \( \sigma_{gw} = 67 \) mN/m, \( \sigma_{go} = 48 \) mN/m and \( \sigma_{ow} = 19 \) mN/m, we find \( \theta_{gw} = 50^\circ \) for \( \theta_{ow} = 60^\circ \) and \( \theta_{gw} = 116^\circ \) for \( \theta_{ow} = 180^\circ \). There is one subtlety though—Eq. (14) is derived assuming static contacts and we apply it to contact angles for moving interfaces. In particular, in Eq. (14) we assume that water is advancing over oil, while receding over gas, and oil is receding over gas. Note that for the oil-wet case \( \theta_{ow} = 180^\circ \) \( \theta_{gw} \) is greater than \( 90^\circ \), meaning that water is non-wetting to gas.

In these simulations, gas principally displaces oil. Initially oil layers are present and the oil is connected. However, as the gas/oil capillary pressure increases (see Fig. 8) the oil layers collapse, allowing oil to become trapped. Furthermore, for the oil-wet case, water as the non-wetting phase can be trapped in the centers of the pore space by both oil and gas. A phase is trapped if there is no continuous path of that phase to the outlet. This path can be through the centers of the pore space, through spreading layers, or (for water) through wetting layers in the corners of the pores.

The oil relative permeability for the oil-wet medium is lower than for the water-wet case (Fig. 6). If oil is the wetting phase it will reside in the smallest pore spaces, which have a low conductance. In contrast, for a water-wet system, the oil occupies larger pores and has a higher relative permeability at the same oil saturation.

The gas relative permeability for the oil-wet system, Fig. 7, is very low—much lower than for the water-wet case. The reason for this is that in an oil-wet system, the gas is not the non-wetting phase and is forced to occupy pores of intermediate size with a poor connectivity. This effect of wettability on relative permeability is a direct consequence of the constraint on contact angles, Eq. (14) and has been observed experimentally [111–113]. Also the gas/oil capillary pressure for the oil-wet system reaches high values at a lower gas saturation than for the water-wet case (Fig. 8). This is due to trapping of the water phase, which does not occur for a water-wet system.

While many of the qualitative aspects of the results correspond to trends observed experimentally, there is one puzzling feature. We find a trapped oil saturation of around 7% for the water-wet medium and approximately 20% for the oil-wet case. This is due to the collapse of oil layers as the gas/oil capillary pressure increases. However, experimentally oil saturations as low as 0.1% can be reached during gas displacement [94,109,111,112]. Furthermore, at these low saturations, the theoretical explanation is that the oil is flowing in connected layers. The hydraulic conductance of the oil is proportional to the layer area squared, leading to an oil relative permeability that is proportional to the square of the oil saturation [76,114], as seen experimentally for both water-wet and mixed-wet media [111,112,115,116].

We discuss possible reasons for not observing this oil layer drainage below.

One unique feature of three-phase flow that we have ignored in our model is multiple displacement [38,117–120]. An invasion of phase \( j \) by phase \( i \) may be composed of a displacement of \( k \) by \( i \) followed by a displacement of \( j \) by \( k \). If all the phases are continuous, this is equivalent simply to two separate events. However, the intermediate phase in the displacement—\( k \)—may be trapped. In this case disconnected clusters of phase \( k \) can rearrange themselves in the pore space, and may reconnect, simply due to capillary forces, when one phase invades part of the cluster than in turn displaces the third phase. This is a double displacement process and has been observed in micromodel experiments [117,118,120] and coded into network models [38,69]. Multiple displacements, involving more than one intermediate stage, are also possible if two phases are trapped. A cascade of disconnected blobs nudge each other before a final displacement of a connected phase [119]. The algorithm for considering such events is somewhat involved, since multiple events for all clusters need to be considered together with the conservation of volume when the cluster moves [119]. Ignoring multiple displacements might explain the trapping of oil, but for gas injection this is unlikely to be a significant effect [119].

### 3.3. Self-consistency in three-phase flow

The macroscopic equations for flow assume that the relative permeabilities and capillary pressures are functions of saturation only [94]. However, our example results and the discussion above has demonstrated that the macroscopic flow properties depend on the whole saturation history: the saturation and pressure reached during primary drainage that determines wettability alterations; and whether oil, water or gas is the displacing phase. The traditional approach to this problem is to use a single set of relative permeability and capillary pressure curves in numerical models to simulate a given displacement.

For example, waterflood relative permeability curves starting from the known initial water saturation are used to simulate water injection in a reservoir. This will give satisfactory predictions of flow as long as other processes, such as oil or gas injection are not modeled with the same relative permeabilities.

In macroscopic simulations of three-phase flow it is not possible a priori to determine a saturation history for which relative permeabilities and capillary pressures...
may be predicted or measured. This causes a problem for the traditional approach of assuming some fixed set of macroscopic flow parameters for a given displacement. To understand this, consider the three-phase results presented above. We assumed that locally the gas saturation increased as the saturations of oil and water decreased while maintaining a fixed oil/water capillary pressure. However, it is known from experimental measurements and numerical simulations, that for gas injection into oil and water after waterflooding, the sequence of saturation changes is rather different [94,116,121]. Gas preferentially displaces oil and this oil is swept ahead of the gas in a so-called oil bank. Thus at a fixed location, the first flooding event is oil invasion into water with a corresponding increase in the oil/water capillary pressure. Gas then invades oil at an initially high saturation and there is very little direct displacement of water by gas. This is a different displacement history, with correspondingly different relative permeabilities [38]. So, for a given set of macroscopic boundary conditions—the rates of gas and/or water injection at the wells and the initial saturation in the reservoir—what is the appropriate local sequence of displacements or saturation path? The saturation path depends on the three-phase relative permeabilities, as shown in numerous simulation studies (see, for instance [122,123]). But, the relative permeabilities, from network modeling, depend on the saturation path! It thus appears impossible to define a sequence of displacements for the network model without somehow first knowing the relative permeabilities.

The way out of this impasse is to develop a self-consistency procedure [76]. A saturation path is guessed and the network model run is performed where the displacement sequence mimics the imposed saturation path as closely as possible. Then the relative permeabilities computed for this path are tabulated as a function of a phase saturation that varies monotonically during the displacement (say gas saturation, for gas invasion). These relative permeabilities are then used in a one-dimensional numerical simulator to compute the local sequence of saturation changes. If this sequence is different from the one imposed on the model, the new saturation path is used to define another simulation for the network model from which a new set of relative permeabilities are computed. This procedure continues until the network model computes relative permeabilities for a saturation path which is the same as the path obtained from a large-scale numerical solution for three-phase displacement with the boundary conditions of interest. This method normally converges in around five iterations [76].

In previous three-phase network model studies on water-wet media, the self-consistency procedure resulted in a saturation path where oil layers remained stable and a characteristic layer drainage regime to low oil satu-

ration was observed [76]—the trapping of oil evident in Fig. 6 is a consequence of forcing a fixed oil/water capillary pressure which may not be representative of a real displacement.

To recap: relative permeability and capillary pressure used in macroscopic flow equations depend on the whole saturation history. It is not feasible experimentally to measure these properties for every possible displacement path. This is a particular problem in three-phase flow where there are an infinite number of possible displacement paths for given initial and injection conditions. A way around this problem is to use a physically-based modeling approach that finds macroscopic properties consistent with the displacement of interest. The models can be verified against available experimental data and then used to predict behavior outside the range probed experimentally.

A more general approach to this problem is to consider a large-scale simulator where relative permeabilities are not simply tabulated as functions of saturation, as in conventional methods, but where each grid block in the simulator has a network model associated with it. At the beginning of a time-step the network model computes three-phase relative permeabilities and capillary pressures using the existing configuration of phases. These are then used in a conventional explicit finite-difference or finite-element code to compute the pressure field and to transport fluid between grid blocks. Each of the grid blocks now has new saturations. The network model then undergoes a series of displacements to reach these new saturations. The relative permeabilities are then recomputed and the process is repeated. This procedure automatically generates self-consistent relative permeabilities, while providing a macroscopic prediction of the flow behavior. The concept of coupling different scales of simulation together is discussed further in the section on field-scale consequences below.

4. Dispersion, dissolution and electrical properties

In this paper we have described a framework for pore-scale modeling of multiphase flow processes. However, the prediction of relative permeability and capillary pressure for quasi-static displacements is not the only problem of interest. In essence, the model computes the pore-scale configuration of phases for different displacement sequences. This information can be used to study a variety of other phenomena. For instance, for understanding interfacial mass transfer, vital in determining dissolution and vaporization rates of contaminants in polluted soils, the interfacial area pays a critical role. Recently quasi-static pore-scale models have been used to compute interfacial area and common lines as a function of saturation and capillary pressure [18,23]. In addition, the concentration of a solute in water can be
computed in the pore space. The approach is very similar to that used for computing relative permeability—conservation of mass in each pore is invoked and Fick’s law combined with convection is used to relate the flow rate of contaminant to concentration and pressure gradients. This then leads directly to an estimation of dissolution rates of components originally in the oil phase [16–23]. By tuning the pore-size distribution to match capillary pressure data, and by incorporating a model of dissolution across wetting layers [16], good predictions of laboratory data were made [17]. Other work involving mass transfer, where a concentration field is computed in one of the phases in the network, include studies of drying processes [24], solution gas drives [124,125], gas condensate systems [83,84,126], water vapor transport [25], evaporation of a binary liquid [26] and dispersion [22,127].

The main challenge in this field is to combine a model of the multiphase fluid configuration with a computation of transport processes within and between phases. The approximations and assumptions used to describe the pore space relevant for understanding relative permeability and capillary pressure may no longer be adequate for the understanding of other processes. For example, in Ref. [127], a semi analytic model was used to describe the single-phase flow field in a two-dimensional network of pores with square cross-section. Particle tracking was then used to study dispersion in the network. In principle this work could be extended to study dispersion and transport in multiphase systems. However, the model of wetting phase in the corner of triangular pore elements, while it may be adequate to describe flow, may no longer be sufficient to describe dispersive transport. Similarly, predictions of interfacial areas and mass transfer between phases, based on the picture of fluid arrangement described in this paper, may not be quantitatively accurate. This is something that has yet to be explored, since first-principles predictive modeling of mass transfer and transport processes has not yet been attempted.

Studies of electrical resistance have applications in core analysis and logging, where the electrical properties of rocks in the near well-bore region can be readily studied, in contrast to multiphase flow parameters that can only be determined from time-consuming measurements on cores extracted from the reservoir. By combining flow and electrical properties in a single consistent pore-scale model, it is hoped to be able to predict the flow properties of the reservoir from its electrical response. Oil is considered to be an insulator, but the water conducts. The approach to finding the overall conductance of the model is similar to that for finding relative permeability, but where the electrical conductance of each element is simply proportional to the cross-sectional area of water [11–13,15]. Again the challenge here is to combine the computation of several different properties in a single model, and to use different pieces of experimental data to validate or tune a network model, and then to use it to predict other, more difficult to measure, properties.

5. Rate-dependent effects

There are several circumstances where the approximation of quasi-static displacement is not valid. Examples include: fracture flow, where flow rates may be very large—often of the order of hundreds of meters a day; displacements with very low interfacial tensions that substantially reduce capillary forces, such as near-miscible gas injection, gas condensate reservoirs and surfactant flooding; near well-bore flows; flows involving polymers, gels and foams where very large pressure gradients are found; and some cases where wetting layer flow and formation is significant, such as spontaneous wetting into a dry soil. In all these cases, capillary and viscous forces both control the fluid configurations at the pore scale. As a consequence, macroscopic flow properties, such as relative permeability, are functions of flow rate, leading to a Darcy law where flow rate is non-linearly dependent on pressure gradient.

The ratio of viscous to capillary forces is defined by a capillary number [94]:

$$N_c = \frac{\mu q}{\sigma}$$

where $\sigma$ is the interfacial tension and $\mu$ is the viscosity of the injected phase. $q$ is the flow rate measured in units of volume per unit time per unit area. For slow flows away from wells, typical capillary numbers are in the range $10^{-6}$–$10^{-10}$, representing a ratio of capillary pressure to a viscous pressure gradient across a single pore of around 1000 or higher. A single pore-filling event normally occurs in fractions of a second (as observed, for instance, in micromodel studies, [94]). In contrast, it may take several days to years for a displacement sequence to be completed at a given location in a natural setting. Thus the assumption that in a network model, containing a few thousand pores, that only one pore is filled at a time, appears to be reasonable. However, at high flow rates or fluid viscosities or low interfacial tensions, this approximation will break down.

Rate dependent pore-scale modeling is qualitatively dissimilar to quasi-static approaches. In quasi-static modeling a capillary pressure is imposed over the entire network. This is used to define the fluid configuration in each element and the corresponding volumes of each phase. Pores and throats change their configuration one at a time. The computation of the pressure, although necessary to find the relative permeability, does not affect the displacement sequence. In dynamic pore-scale modeling the approach is different and more akin to conventional macroscopic simulation models. Here the
volumes of each phase in each element are known. From this the configuration of the phases in the element is derived together with the local pressure difference between phases (the capillary pressure, but now it varies with position and is distinct from its macroscopically averaged counterpart) and the conductance of each phase. In contrast to quasi-static models, the pressure is computed by invoking mass balance summed over all phases and assuming that all the fluid interfaces are potentially mobile. Separate pressure computations for each phase are not made—instead the pressure in the water is computed, with the pressures of the other phases found from the local capillary pressure. Then the volumes of each phase in each element are updated, using the flow rates from the computed pressure field. Usually a very small time-step is chosen, so that the generic configuration of fluid in only a single element changes. Many authors have used this approach to study rate-dependent effects in drainage, imbibition and the mobilization of trapped oil ganglia (see, for instance, [39,40,128,129]). However, to date nobody has accurately studied rate effects involving wetting and spreading layers, and in particular how they swell and initiate snap-off during wetting phase invasion. One reason, despite the apparent conceptual simplicity of dynamic models, is the difficulty of accurately representing discrete pore filling events for moderately slow flow rates, corresponding to capillary numbers of about $10^{-4}$. The pressure needs to be solved several times for each element filled, even for drainage processes [130]. For imbibition, the process is time consuming even when approximations are made about the flow in wetting layers [128]. Instead, most authors have resorted to rather simplistic treatments of layer flow, such as assuming a fixed conductance in wetting layers throughout the displacement [75,79–81,131].

The spontaneous wetting of a dry or nearly dry soil represents one of the most fundamental and conceptually simple processes in porous media, and is an example where a dynamic pore-scale modeling approach is necessary. At the beginning of the displacement, viscous and capillary forces are of the same order of magnitude, and wetting layers form and swell in advance of an invading water front. Despite much work on this and related processes, such as capillary fingering in porous media and fractures [79–81,131,132], a full treatment of this fascinating problem has not yet been presented.

6. Field-scale consequences of pore-scale physics

The emphasis in this paper has been on predictive modeling of multiphase flow properties. However, this work is limited to cases where a detailed characterization of the pore space is possible, combined with an accurate assessment of wettability. In most field situations, the major problem is characterizing flow properties in highly heterogeneous environments based on scant experimental data from core samples that may only be representative of a very small portion of the reservoir.

Network modeling could be used to assign multiphase flow properties to detailed fine-scale geological models. For single-phase properties—porosity and permeability—geological models populated with values representing known data, combined with a plausible statistical inference of spatial variability, are now routinely generated for large hydrocarbon reservoirs. Pore-scale modeling has a rather limited role in these studies, since it is easy to measure permeability and porosity on a large number of samples and thus to relate different rock types and geological structures to flow parameters. Multiphase flow is different, since measurements are much more scarce and there is no easy way of estimating trends in relative permeability and capillary pressure. At present a single set of relative permeability curves are normally applied to the whole field, or to each major rock type. The curves themselves often come from measurements of doubtful quality, where the wettability and pore structure may be atypical of the field.

An alternative approach is to use pore-scale modeling to predict a small number of good-quality measurements for which pore structure and wettability information are also available. Then to use this model, validated against available experimental evidence, to predict variations in multiphase flow properties as, for instance, wettability and grain size distribution are varied.

While recovery is strongly influenced by well placement and the location of the largest-scale geological structures, as we show in the example below, for systems with significant wettability variation, the recovery is extremely sensitive to relative permeability. For three-phase flow, the correct assignment of relative permeability, particularly at low oil saturation may be very uncertain, and can have a huge impact on predictions of oil recovery [105].

To illustrate how pore-scale modeling could be used in future as a tool in reservoir characterization, we consider a simple two-dimensional homogeneous system. The reservoir is tilted and the bottom is completely saturated with water (it lies at the oil/water contact, defined as where the oil/water capillary pressure is zero). With height above the oil/water contact, the water saturation decreases in the capillary transition zone, and at the top of the system reaches its irreducible or connate value. We then consider waterflooding the reservoir using a well perforated along the lower side of the reservoir, while oil is produced along the higher side. At the pore scale, we assume that wherever the oil directly contacts solid, the solid surface becomes strongly oil-wet with an advancing oil/water contact angle distributed between $150^\circ$ and $180^\circ$. However, near the oil/water
contact, since the water saturation is high, most of the pore spaces will remain water-wet. There is a wettability transition – the medium becomes more oil-wet with height above the oil/water contact. This type of variability is quite common and is observed, for instance, in Prudhoe Bay in Alaska [133]. Waterflooding is then simulated using a conventional finite-difference reservoir simulator. Depending on height, waterflooding will start from different water saturations and in media of different wettability. Different relative permeabilities are used for different heights and are obtained from pore-network modeling of waterflooding from the correct initial water saturation and wettability. We assume that this is an adequate representation of the large-scale flow. The present state-of-the-art for such modeling is to use empirical hysteresis curves to represent waterflooding relative permeabilities starting at different initial water saturations. These curves extrapolate the relative permeabilities from measurements for a system drained to connate water saturation and then waterflooded to residual oil. The model most widely used in the petroleum literature is due to Killough [134] and was implemented in this study.

Fig. 9 shows the drainage and waterflood relative permeabilities computed using the pore-scale model with the same Berea sandstone data as before. The drainage curve is also shown in Fig. 4, while the waterflooding curve assumes that all the surfaces contacted by oil become strongly oil-wet. Also shown on Fig. 9 are the relative permeability curves for waterflooding from different initial water saturations computed using our pore-scale model. Notice that the water relative permeabilities lie below the bounding waterflood curve in some cases. The reason for this is the wettability and connectivity of the water at the pore scale. For waterflooding starting at moderate water saturations, water already occupies most of the pores and throats. Because they are the smaller elements in the network, their connectivity and hence relative permeability is low. When waterflooding starts, since all the oil-filled pores are oil-wet, water preferentially fills the larger oil-filled pores. This leads to a rapid increase in water saturation without significantly improving the connectivity of the sub-network of water-filled regions. As a consequence, the relative permeability remains rather low and only increases rapidly once the oil-wet regions are well connected. If the initial water saturation is lower, the same phenomenon is seen, but now shifted to lower water saturation. This allows the water relative permeability to become quite large in the intermediate saturation range. The main point here is that while this can be explained in terms of pore-scale configurations, this behavior is not easy to predict without pore-scale modeling and is difficult to test experimentally, where the only measurements, to date, of such hysteresis have been on uniformly water-wet samples [94,134].

The macroscopic consequences of the two approaches to finding relative permeability are illustrated in Fig. 10.

![Fig. 9. Predicted relative permeability curves. Results from the pore-scale model using a Berea network, Fig. 1, are shown. The drainage curve (points) assumes an initially water-wet system and is also shown in Fig. 4. The bounding curves are for waterflooding from an irreducible water saturation of 20% where all surfaces contacted by oil are oil-wet. The other curves are waterflood relative permeabilities starting at different initial water saturations. Again all surfaces contacted by oil are strongly oil-wet. Notice that the water relative permeabilities can lie below the drainage curve.

Fig. 10. Simulations of waterflooding. Blue represents 100% water saturation and red irreducible water saturation (20%). Water is injected from the bottom right hand face of a two-dimensional homogeneous reservoir and oil is produced from the left hand face. Initially, the base of the reservoir is entirely water saturated and the water saturation decreases to its irreducible value with height. The upper figure shows a simulation of waterflooding using a conventional model of relative permeability hysteresis based on drainage and waterflooding curves. Essentially the system behaves as though it were entirely oil-wet, with early water breakthrough and poor recovery. Using pore-scale modeling to assign relative permeabilities leads to very different macroscopic behavior (lower figure), even if the drainage and waterflood relative permeabilities are the same. For waterflooding from intermediate relative permeabilities, the water relative permeability is low (see Fig. 9), giving a more uniform sweep of the reservoir and better recoveries. This example illustrates the impact of using physically-based relative permeabilities on macroscopic predictions of oil recovery.](image)
The initial distribution of water saturation with height is found from the drainage capillary pressure curves, which are derived from the network model. The conventional Killough model of relative permeability essentially considers the system to be oil-wet with a large water relative permeability and low oil relative permeability. This leads to early water breakthrough, slow oil production after breakthrough and correspondingly poor recovery. The network model derived relative permeabilities, however, indicate a much more favorable displacement. The low water relative permeability leads macroscopically to a displacement with delayed breakthrough at a low oil saturation. The oil-wet characteristics of the medium also allow a low residual oil saturation to be reached. Had we used the experimentally-derived water-wet curves and the Killough model, the recovery would have been more favorable, but still lower than for the pore-scale model, since for the water-wet case considerable quantities of oil are trapped [135]. Moreover, in this case the waterflood relative permeabilities used would not have corresponded to the wettability state of the reservoir.

While the results are specific to the particular system studied, they do indicate how a physically-based prediction of relative permeability can result in very different macroscopic predictions of oil recovery than the use of more empirical approaches. Were pore-scale modeling to be validated for a wide range of realistic reservoir systems, there is enormous potential to transform multiphase reservoir characterization using network model derived properties to populate simulation models.

An idea for the future is to consider the dynamic coupling of pore-scale modeling with conventional simulation [135]. Heiba et al. [136] was the first to propose this approach, coupling a semi-analytic network model of two-phase flow to a one-dimensional finite-element simulator. In a generalization of this method, each grid block in a three-dimensional reservoir simulator would be coupled to a pore-scale model with a representative wettability and pore structure. The model would mimic the sequence of saturation changes observed at that location and output relative permeabilities and capillary pressures for the next time step. This approach is the same as outlined for a self-consistency procedure for three-phase flow. To prevent the method becoming prohibitively time consuming, it may be possible to have explicit network models for only selected grid blocks, and use the results from these blocks for other similar regions.

7. Conclusions

Pore-network modeling is now a well-established and successful technique for understanding and predicting a wide range of multiphase flow and transport properties, such as relative permeability, capillary pressure, interfacial area and dissolution rate coefficients. With appropriate data, such models can be predictive, offering the possibility of using pore-scale modeling as a practical tool in reservoir characterization and simulation.

We have briefly presented a conceptual framework for modeling two- and three-phase flow in geologically realistic networks. For a water-wet sandstone we showed that we were able to predict relative permeability. Such models can be used as a platform for studying a variety of different phenomena in porous media, and in recent years there has been an explosion of interest in such studies.

We indicated how pore-scale modeling might be used in the future as a reservoir characterization tool, assigning a plausible spatial distribution of multiphase flow properties to detailed geological models. Through a simple example, we illustrated how physically-derived relative permeabilities can give very different predictions of macroscopic oil recovery from conventional models of relative permeability and hysteresis. Last we proposed a dynamic modeling approach where pore-scale models and larger-scale grid-based simulation are coupled together.
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